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1. INT. RACHEL’S HOUSE. EVENING.

FADE IN.

18 year old ADAM is packing his bags. His curious girlfriend

enters the room and hands him his car keys. Adam looks at

her quizzical face.

RACHEL

Have you decided yet?

ADAM

No.

RACHEL

Well you can’t look after him

forever.

An irritated Adam closes his bag and moves towards the front

door, avoiding eye-contact from his overly-worried

girlfriend - RACHEL. Adam stops at the door and turns.

ADAM

I’ll see you tomorrow.

RACHEL

You don’t need to go.

ADAM

I do. I’ll call you later.

Adam grabs the door handle and exits the house. The door

closes on Rachel, as she grows further concerned of Adam’s

self-imposed responsibilities.

CUT TO BLACK.

2. EXT. ADAM’S HOUSE. EVENING.

Adam pulls up to his house and grabs his bags. He then

shuffles his way to the front door. Once at the step, he

drops his bags and unlocks the door, finding his lonely

Father, acquainted to the floor. Next to the motionless

elder is a mountain of unread post, all succeeded by a trail

of empty spirit bottles. Father, ARTHUR is poorly dressed,

wearing only a t-shirt and a pair of old jeans.

ADAM

Come on Dad. Get up!

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

Adam throws his bags inside and picks the parent to his bare

feet and guides him to the living room. There, Arthur is

plotted onto the fabricated sofa as his son heads to the

kitchen.

More bottles scatter the area as a desolate Adam grabs an

empty glass and puts it under the tap. Arthur is heard

groaning from the other room as the glass fills. Adam then

returns to the living room - where Arthur was left,

unsupervised.

Adam puts the water into his feeble Father’s hands. For a

moment, Arthur stares fascinated into the glass before

drinking it as if it were his first pint.

He looks at Adam, clueless of the agenda until his son tells

him -

ADAM

It’s time for bed.

Adam helps Arthur to his feet once more and guides him up

the stairs to bed. Arthur crawls over the mattress until

Adam hits the light - he closes the door after a glimpse at

his shell of a parental figure.

Adam then heads back down the stairs to collect the post. He

dumps it on the kitchen counter and sees a letter addressed

to him, in the jumble. He stares at it, looking hesitant and

turns away.

CUT TO BLACK.

3. INT. ADAM’S HOUSE - KITCHEN (CLEAN). MORNING.

Arthur and Adam are eating their breakfast in silence.

Arthur tries to make eye contact but not once does he speak.

The only sound present is the clinks of metal spoons on the

dishes and the crunching of cereal.

CUT TO BLACK.

4. EXT. CAR. MORNING.

Adam and Arthur are outside Arthur’s office building. Arthur

looks at his son with a sign of gratitude. It appears he

wants to say something but doesn’t, as Adam can’t bring

himself to look across.

Arthur leaves the car and Adam drives off - leaving his

silent Father by the pavement.



3.

CUT TO BLACK.

5. EXT. PARK. MORNING.

A disorientated-looking Adam is sat on a park bench; his

earphones are blocking out his surroundings. Only bass-notes

are heard. His bag is slunked over his shoulder as he holds

the now-opened letter. He stares at his name on the top of

the letter as he fades back to reality.

RACHEL

Adam! Adam!

Adam flinches, removes the earphones and notices the arrival

of his girlfriend. He hides the letter and looks towards

her. She sits beside him.

RACHEL

What’s up with you?

ADAM

Nothing.

Rachel looks at him, unconvinced. She changes the subject to

cater her curiosity.

RACHEL

Have you heard back from them yet?

ADAM

No. Not yet.

RACHEL

Shame. They’ll get back soon.

A beat.

ADAM

Yeah.

RACHEL

Ready to go?

Adam connects eye contact and nods. They get up and walk

through the park.

CUT TO BLACK.
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6. EXT. CAFE. AFTERNOON.

Adam and Rachel are at a cafe, sitting at an outside table.

They sit across from each other, Rachel smiles at Adam, who

returns a slow response.

RACHEL

What’s up with you? You’ve been

quiet all day!

ADAM

It’s nothing.

RACHEL

I know you, Adam! I know it’s tough

leaving your Dad but you can’t just

stay behind as everybody else moves

on.

ADAM

Rach... Please stop.

RACHEL

I’m just saying, he’s your Father -

he’s not your child.

Adam looks at Rachel, coming to the realisation she’s right.

A beat.

ADAM

I know. You’re right.

They sip their coffees in synchronisation.

CUT TO BLACK.

7. EXT. STREET. DAY.

Arthur is sat on a park bench holding a hip-flask. He drinks

from it on occasion.

Walking passed is Rachel and Adam, they make eye-contact and

Arthur has instant looks of guilt. Adam appears disappointed

and Rachel appears annoyed. Adam walks to his Father, Rachel

behind him.

ADAM

Dad! What happened?

Arthur looks down, sorrowfully into the flask.

CUT TO BLACK.
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8. INT. ADAM’S HOUSE. AFTERNOON.

The front door closes behind Adam and Arthur. Adam grabs the

flask off of his Father and looks at him like an owner to

his dog.

ADAM

Go upstairs, sleep it off.

Arthur silently obeys. Adam walks to the kitchen, he gets

out his letter and stares at it. It is an acceptance letter

to an unknown University. He opens the bin, scrunches it up

and throws it in.

CUT TO BLACK.

9. INT. ADAM’S HOUSE. AFTERNOON.

Hours later, in the same shot, Arthur opens the bin to throw

out a bottle. He finds the acceptance letter and reads it.

He smiles.

CUT TO BLACK.

10. INT. ADAM’S BEDROOM. AFTERNOON.

Adam is on the phone to Rachel. He seems apologetic and

stressed out.

ADAM

I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have left

you there. I feel I can’t-

An angered Rachel hangs up, leaving Adam frustrated in his

situation. He plays a song and drifts to sleep.

CUT TO BLACK.

11. EXT. GUITAR SHOP. AFTERNOON.

A shop window with a collection of musical instruments is

displayed in front of Arthur, he looks at one of the guitars

and walks into the store.

CUT TO BLACK.
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12. INT. KITCHEN. EVENING.

A recently-woken Adam walks into the kitchen to get himself

a glass of water. He sees the University letter on the

counter and his heart begins to race.

ADAM

Dad? Dad! Where are you?

He checks the living room and bathroom before heading

outside. In the garden is Arthur, tuning the new guitar. He

looks at his son and smiles before getting to his feet and

handing it over. He then finally finds enough courage to

look him in the eye.

Adam returns the eye contact and admires his new guitar.

Arthur then tussles his son’s hair and they walk inside the

house together.

CUT TO BLACK.

13. INT. HOUSE. DAY.

FADE IN.

Months later, Adam is walking down the stairs with his final

bag. He is about to leave, when Arthur comes out of the

living room. He stands by his son in an admiring state.

ARTHUR

I’m so proud of you.

Adam smiles at Arthur before leaving the house. Arthur

closes the door behind him and returns to the living room.

He looks through the window to see Adam loading the car with

Rachel, before sitting down. He picks up his drink as the

engine shoots off outside. He looks at the drink before

staring right into the camera - completely alone.

FADE OUT.


